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more than one million Victorians speak a language other than english at home.  

many can speak several languages and act as a bridge between people and  

cultures within our community. our linguistic diversity reflects the multicultural  

and cosmopolitan nature of our state. 

there are also Victorians who are not confident in communicating in english.  

some are part of our new and emerging communities and are just beginning  

their journey with the english language; others are older migrants who have 

experienced difficulty either gaining or maintaining their english language skills. 

that is why the Victorian Government makes a strong commitment to language 

services. we aim to ensure that high quality interpreting and translation services  

are available for all Victorians who require language assistance when accessing 

government services. 

service providers need to be aware of their obligations to use language services 

when engaging with clients with limited english. these guidelines provide a  

user-friendly, step-by-step guide to effectively manage translation projects. 

Companion guidelines are also available on working with interpreters.

In a multilingual society like Victoria, interpreters and translators are important  

to ensure accessible and responsive services. they enable people with  

limited english to have vital information in a form they can understand. I trust  

that all government departments and agencies will find these guidelines useful  

in providing information and delivering world class services to Victorians with  

limited english.

tHe Hon. MAttHeW GUY MLc 

minister for multicultural affairs and Citizenship

Foreword
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effective communication between service 

providers and clients is essential to delivering 

high quality services. the Victorian Government  

is committed to ensuring that all Victorians  

have equal access to government services, 

regardless of their english language skills. 

the provision of interpreting and translation 

services (language services) is necessary to 

ensure that all Victorians have proper access  

to services. Government departments and 

funded agencies need to ensure that,  

whenever required, language services  

are provided and used effectively. 

these guidelines are a practical guide to 

managing translation projects effectively. 

they set out the general obligations of 

government departments and agencies to 

provide language services and give advice on 

the practical aspects of planning and delivering 

translated information. the appendix provides 

an overview of the translation process.

this guide is especially relevant when translating 

information for community campaigns and 

other broad communication activity. 

translations may also be required for individual 

clients. these could relate to personal 

documentation in a language other than 

english, such as an individual care plan,  

court order or correspondence. 

this publication focuses on managing effective 

translation projects. the companion publication 

Using Interpreting Services: Victorian Government 

Guidelines on Policy and Procedures, provides 

information on arranging interpreting  

services and can be downloaded from  

www.multicultural.vic.gov.au. 

IntroduCtIon

This guide is designed for:
 — policy/project officers and communications officers 

developing multilingual material for culturally  
and linguistically diverse clients; and 

 — managers, diversity/access and equity officers of 
government departments and funded agencies.
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with well over one million Victorians speaking  

a language other than english at home, and 

with over 200,000 Victorians with limited 

english proficiency, the need for language 

services has never been greater. 

all Victorian Government service providers  

need to be aware that their clients will include 

Victorians with limited english.

Government departments and agencies have  

a responsibility to ensure people with limited 

english have the opportunity to participate  

in decisions that affect their lives.

Government responsibility for 
equitable access to services

the Multicultural Victoria Act 2011 (the act) 

states that all individuals in Victoria are equally 

entitled to access opportunities and participate 

in and contribute to the social, cultural, 

economic and political life of the state. 

Interpreting and translation services are crucial 

to ensuring this is achieved. the act also 

requires all Victorian Government departments 

to report annually on the use of interpreting  

and translation services.

departments are also required to develop 

‘cultural diversity plans’ to enhance the 

provision of culturally sensitive service delivery, 

involving three key aspects:

 — providing cultural competency training  

for staff

 — ensuring that information on services is 

readily accessible to culturally and 

linguistically diverse communities

 — assessing the effectiveness of service delivery 

to culturally and linguistically diverse 

communities.

Cultural diversity plans can stipulate how the 

provision of language services ensures that 

information about programs and services is 

accessible in languages other than english.

the Victorian Charter of Human Rights and 

Responsibilities Act 2006 outlines rights which 

may be relevant when considering access to 

interpreters.

Victoria’s Equal Opportunity Act 2012 includes  

a ‘positive duty obligation’ which means that 

departments and agencies need to take 

proactive and reasonable steps to address 

causes of discrimination, regardless of whether 

a complaint has been made or not.

the failure to identify the need for, or to promote 

the availability of, an appropriate language service 

may have legal consequences under this act.

Administrative Decisions

Government departments and agencies, either 

directly or through funded service providers, 

routinely make decisions affecting the rights of 

members of the public and provide services that 

require client consent. 

the failure to identify the need for, or to 

promote the availability of, language services 

may create a risk of inadequate procedural 

fairness. this may result in decisions being 

reviewed and overturned, incurring additional 

costs and avoidable delays. 

VICtorIan 
GoVernment 
PolICy
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Duty of care

the government and its funded agencies have a 

duty of care to anyone who is reasonably likely 

to be affected by their activities. Failure to satisfy 

their duty of care can have legal consequences.

In relation to language services, the government 

and its funded agencies have a duty to ensure 

that members of the public understand the 

information that is being provided to them,  

and should provide appropriately trained and 

accredited interpreters when required. duty  

of care may be breached if a staff member 

unreasonably fails to provide, or inform a client 

of the availability of, language services. 

Government and its agencies can fulfil their 

duty of care by taking reasonable steps to 

actively identify whether language assistance is 

required and acting on this. Following the steps 

in this document will help ensure that these 

matters are properly considered.

Departmental language services 
policies and procedures

this document is a guide to whole-of-

government policy on using language services. 

Individual departments and agencies may  

have their own language services policy  

and procedures. 

It is recommended that government 

departments and agencies that provide direct 

care services establish specific policies and 

procedures on language services that:

 — are consistent with these guidelines

 — take into account any relevant legal 

requirements

 — require naatI-accredited interpreters  

and translators be used 

 — address the language needs of clients  

with limited english

 — define when interpreters must be used

 — reflect the needs of their particular  

client groups.
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Victorian Government Policy

Clients who cannot communicate through spoken or written  
English should have access to professional interpreting and  
translation services:

 — when required to make significant decisions concerning their lives 
 — when being informed of their rights 
 — where essential information needs to be communicated to inform decision 

making, including obtaining informed consent.

Interpreters and translators should be accredited by the National Accreditation 
Authority for Translators and Interpreters (NAATI) at the professional level 
where possible.
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What are language services?

‘language services’ cover a range of measures 

that service providers use to communicate  

with clients who have limited english. 

language services help make government 

services more accessible to people who prefer 

communicating in a language other than english. 

What are language service providers?

language service providers are agencies that 

arrange the supply of accredited interpreters 

and translators. a list of language service providers 

can be found online on the Community directory 

available at www.multicultural.vic.gov.au.

What is translation?

translation means converting written 

information from one language into another.  

a translator is a professional qualified to convert 

written information accurately and objectively 

into another language.

Interpreting, on the other hand, means 

transferring spoken information from one 

language to another. a business letter or 

brochure can be translated; a conversation  

is interpreted. 

translated information can be used to 

supplement interpreting, but not to replace it.

Accredited translators

In australia, the national accreditation authority 

for translators and Interpreters (naatI –  

www.naati.com.au) is responsible for 

maintaining the quality of translators available  

to government service providers. naatI 

credentials are evidence that the holder is 

competent to practise at a specified level, 

according to their proficiency and skill.  

the credentials are in two broad categories: 

accreditation and recognition.

understandInG 
lanGuaGe serVICes
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Language services include: 
 — engaging a NAATI 

accredited interpreter to 
transfer oral information 
from one language into 
another; and 

 — providing written 
information in languages 
other than English 
translated by a NAATI 
accredited translator.

In certain circumstances 
language aides can provide 
language assistance  
in low-risk situations.

www.multicultural.vic.gov.au
www.naati.com.au
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Translator accreditation and recognition 

Advanced translator   advanced translators handle complex, technical and 

sophisticated material, compatible with recognised international 

standards. they may choose to specialise in certain areas. 

advanced translators are accredited to translate either into  

one language only or into both languages, depending upon  

their accreditation.

professional translator   this is the minimum level of competence for professional 

translating. translators convey the full meaning of the 

information from the source language into the target language 

in the appropriate style and register. translators at this level work 

across a wide range of subjects involving documents with 

specialised content. they are qualified to translate into one 

language only or into both languages, depending upon their 

accreditation (see ‘language direction’ on page 11).

paraprofessional    this represents the level of competence required to produce 

translations of non-specialised information.

recognised translator   recognition acknowledges that the candidate has had recent 

and regular experience as a translator, but no level of proficiency 

is specified. a recognised translator has reasonable proficiency 

in english and has completed basic preparation training.
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Victorian Government policy states that 
interpreters and translators should be NAATI 
accredited at the Professional level where 
possible.
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naatI-accredited Professional translators  

(or higher) should be engaged where possible. 

when Professional translators are not available, 

a naatI accredited Paraprofessional or naatI-

recognised translator may need to be 

engaged. Paraprofessional or recognised 

translators may be the only practitioners 

available for less common languages. 

It is advisable to avoid using translators based 

overseas as they may not be naatI-accredited. 

also, overseas translators may not have a good 

understanding of the local community or issues 

and may not be familiar with australian english. 

Other considerations

Language direction

translator accreditation is classed by language 

direction, for example, from english into arabic. 

some translators are accredited to translate in 

both directions; however, in australia it is more 

usual for translators to be accredited in one 

direction only, which is almost always from 

english into the other native language. when 

producing multilingual information, it is 

recommended choosing a translator who  

is accredited to translate from english into  

the other language. this is the best way to 

ensure that the translated text will be accurate 

and appropriate. 

Online machine translation tools

It is government policy that professional 

translators be used. online machine  

translation tools should not be used as  

they can be inaccurate and the risk of 

mistranslation is high.

online machine translation tools are  

unable to take into account:

 — variations in dialect and language

 — linguistic preferences of communities

 — actual meaning 

 — specific cultural references

 — other nuances such as politeness level.
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Planning should be integral to organising 

translations. taking time to plan before 

undertaking a translation project can ensure  

that the process runs smoothly, meets timelines 

and remains within budget. 

Locate data sources

research is required to identify the target 

audience and to select the appropriate language(s) 

for translation. It may be necessary to use multiple 

data sources, such as australian Bureau of statistics 

Census data, the most recent settlement data, 

and service usage data to gain an accurate 

picture of the diversity in the target community. 

Client and service usage data

regular collection of data on clients and their 

service usage enables:

 — better understanding of the language needs 

of clients;

 — monitoring the accessibility of the services 

provided to people who speak other 

languages; and 

 — potential language service gaps. 

Client information on age, language spoken at 

home, preferred language and english proficiency 

is important for planning translations.

a system to collect this data is particularly useful 

if a significant proportion of clients have limited 

english language proficiency.

The Victorian Government Standards for Data 

Collection on Interpreting and Translating 

Services (www.multicultural.vic.gov.au) provides 

guidance on collecting data on language service 

needs, including client demographics, 

expenditure and complaints.

Demographic data

language spoken at home and the level of english 

proficiency are the most important factors to 

consider when planning for language services. 

Country of birth, whilst relevant, is an insufficient 

indicator of preferred language (see below). 

demographic data can be accessed from 

various sources to help identify which language 

groups may require translations. the following 

sources are useful:

 — Census data on cultural and linguistic 

diversity for Victoria is available by local 

government area including key indicators 

such as country of birth, language spoken at 

home, english proficiency and religion. the 

publication Population Diversity in Victoria: 

2011 Census: Local Government Areas is 

available from www.multicultural.vic.gov.au.

 — The Australian Bureau of Statistics (aBs) 

website (www.abs.gov.au) provides data sets 

which can be used for targeted demographic 

analysis. available data includes age, gender, 

place of residence, citizenship status, country 

of origin, ancestry, religion, language spoken 

at home, level of english proficiency (note 

this is self-assessed), level of education, level 

of income and access to the internet. 

 — For the most recent data on newly arrived 

migrants, see the settlement reporting 

Facility at www.immi.gov.au, which includes 

the number of migrants settling in Victoria, 

their country of birth, languages spoken, 

english proficiency, religion and year  

of arrival. 

By combining different data sources, a more 

accurate demographic picture can be obtained 

that reflects changes between Census periods.

PlannInG For  
translatIons
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Identify the target audience

understanding the target audience is  

important to determine the appropriate style  

for the translated material. some factors to 

consider include:

Age 

Consider the age of the target audience  

where relevant. For example, information on 

alzheimer’s disease, which generally affects 

older people, should be translated for 

communities with an older age profile. 

Gender

Consider the gender of the target audience 

where relevant. For example, translated 

information on breastfeeding would be most 

relevant to communities with a higher 

proportion of women of child-bearing age. 

Other factors

Consider whether the information to be 

translated has special relevance to migrants 

from particular countries, ethnic or religious 

backgrounds. For example, residents born  

in countries where voting is not compulsory,  

or where the electoral system is different,  

may have the highest need for translated 

information on voting requirements.

Select the language(s)

once the basic demographics and other 

characteristics of the target audience have been 

identified, a number of additional factors will 

need to be considered to determine the most 

appropriate language(s) for translation. the 

following factors are important to consider:

Preferred language 

while country of birth is a useful starting point, 

it is most important to identify the preferred 

language of the target audience. In some 

countries, several languages may be spoken 

and it is important to determine which one is 

preferred by the local migrant community.  

also, some people have spent time in another 

country before coming to australia and may 

speak the language of that country. It is 

advisable to check with the language service 

provider, or a relevant community organisation, 

to determine the preferred language.

Dialects 

dialect and regional variations should also be 

considered when selecting language(s) for 

translation. research whether the target 

audience has a preferred dialect. language 

service providers may be able to assist.

Writing systems 

Be aware that different writing systems may be 

used within particular languages. For example, 

some Chinese languages use simplified 

character sets whilst others use traditional 

characters. Consult a language service provider 

about the appropriate writing system for the 

target language(s).
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Options other than written 
translations

some migrants may not be literate in their native 

language as a result of limited or disrupted 

education. also, different communities may 

have particular preferences for receiving 

information. For example, communities with  

a strong oral language tradition may not be 

used to written communication. 

there are alternative ways of providing 

multilingual information including:

 — information sessions, seminars  

or presentations 

 — audio visually through podcasts,  

Cds or dVds 

 — recorded multilingual telephone  

messages, or telephone interpreters

 — storyboards including images,  

photos, diagrams or charts

 — radio

 — television

 — Easy English

many of the above mediums will require 

translation — for example, translating english 

language script for audio information or 

recorded multilingual telephone messages. 

not everyone will have access to these 

mediums, so consult relevant community 

organisations for advice on the best way to 

deliver the information.

Complex information, for example, legal or 

medical advice, should always be delivered in 

person through a professional interpreter.

Easy English 

Easy English involves taking complex language 

and making it as simple as possible without 

changing the meaning. It makes information 

accessible to people who have difficulty reading 

and understanding written text, by using clear, 

simple language and diagrams. 

Producing an Easy English version of the source 

information may be useful in some situations 

where a basic level of english proficiency has been 

acquired by a community. advice should be 

sought from the relevant community organisations 

to determine whether this option is appropriate. 

For more information on Easy English visit: 

www.scopevic.org.au/index.php/cms/

frontend/resource/id/193
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PreParInG For translatIon

Text for translation

the following tips will assist in preparing a text for translation. 

clarity    use plain english and write in the active voice. explain unfamiliar 

concepts and complex terminology. avoid idioms, metaphors,  

acronyms, professional jargon, slang, colloquialisms, euphemisms  

and figures of speech.

Brevity    Keep it short. Consider a summary version for translation rather than  

the full publication. this ensures the source text is easier to translate  

and comprehend.

Appropriateness   adapt the source text to each community group. Consider the level  

of pre-existing knowledge in the target group. For example, recently 

arrived communities may be less familiar with the service system than 

more established communities. also, be alert to cultural sensitivities  

about particular topics. Consult the relevant community about the  

most appropriate way to deal with the topic. ensure that any images  

or graphics used are culturally appropriate.

Accuracy   Proof read the text prior to submitting it for translation and ensure  

it is final. assume the translator will translate everything as provided.  

It is not their responsibility to correct errors. Consider using an editor  

to ensure the clarity and accuracy of the source text.

Design template

the translation may take up more or less space 

than the english text. text expansion and 

reduction should be taken into account when 

creating the design template for your publication. 

Consult the language service provider and  

brief your graphic designer beforehand. 

Bilingual publications

Consider bilingual versions that include both 

english and the other language in the same 

publication. this allows an english speaking  

user to refer to the translated version  

with a non-english speaking client.
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arranGInG translatIons

Engage the translation service

determine which language service provider  

is to be used for the translation. some 

departments and agencies have existing 

arrangements or contracts with particular 

language service providers which staff are 

required to use. Check whether this applies  

to your organisation.

If your organisation does not have a contract with  

a particular provider and you need to find one, 

consult the online Community directory at 

www.multicultural.vic.gov.au

Brief the translator

Before the language service provider can quote 

for the translation, they will need to understand 

the requirements. 

Basic information will include:

 — name of the organisation commissioning  

the translation 

 — the purpose of the translation 

 — the audience for the translation. Be specific; 

state the ethnic group, age, gender and any 

other details to help the translator determine 

the appropriate style for the translation.

 — how the translated material will be published 

or broadcast (e.g. brochure, website, media 

release, podcast) 

 — any technical requirements such as the 

computer operating system and software. 

Check with It staff to ensure that uncommon 

language scripts and fonts are enabled on 

the system. If not, advise the language 

service provider to determine the best format 

(eg. ms word, PdF, adobe Indesign) for 

receiving the translation.

 — additional information including any deadlines 

and copyright arrangements if applicable.

Information on the specific job requirements 

will include:

 — the text to be translated including a  

glossary of key terms 

 — the languages (including dialects)  

for translation 

 — the required accreditation level for  

the translator and, if relevant, required 

specialisation in a particular field  

(e.g. health, legal)

 — independent checking by another translator

 — the need for the translation to be typeset

 — translation of the glossary of key terms  

for future reference

 — certification of the translation (e.g. for  

legal purposes) if required

 — confidentiality requirements

 — identifying the language and title of the 

document in english on the translation

 — any elements of the text that do not need to 

be translated (e.g. logo, acronyms, names) 

Independent checking

It is highly recommended that translations be 

independently checked by another translator 

with at least the same level of accreditation as 

the original translator. the language service 

provider can arrange this for an additional fee. 

Independent checking ensures quality and 

accuracy and involves comparing the 

translation with the original text.
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FInalIsInG the 
translatIon ProjeCt

Design and production

If your translation is intended for public 

distribution, you may need to consider  

the following points in relation to design  

and production: 

 — let the graphic designer know if the translation 

entails scripts that run in a different direction

 — Include both the language and publication 

title in english on the front cover of the 

translation for easy identification

 — If publishing translations on a website, ensure 

multilingual content is deployed wherever 

possible as html rather than as a PdF to 

allow search engines to locate the information 

in a language other than english.

 — Consider placing the national Interpreter 

symbol on translated materials, with a 

corresponding telephone number for 

interpreter assistance, where possible. 

Interpreter Symbol: Guidelines for Use 

promoting the national Interpreter  

symbol can be downloaded from  

www.multicultural.vic.gov.au. 

Evaluate and maintain translations

translated material should be reviewed 

periodically to determine if the information  

is effective, relevant and current: 

 — Consider a periodic maintenance schedule 

for translated material, especially if it is on a 

website. ensure that all translated information is 

updated if the original english version changes.

 — Consider ways to assess the effectiveness  

of the translated publication in conveying  

the intended information. this might include 

consulting with target communities and 

specifically requesting feedback on the form 

or brochure, and/or conducting surveys of 

the target audience and relevant service 

providers.

 — monitor the distribution of the translated 

material by collecting statistics on the 

number of page visits if the material is on  

the internet. For printed material, determine 

how many brochures were provided, in which 

languages and to whom? 

Complaints and feedback

accredited translators are expected to be 

accountable and comply with the Code of 

Ethics developed by the australian Institute  

of Interpreters and translators (ausIt). If a 

translator fails to comply with the principles 

outlined in the AUSIT Code of Ethics, 

complaints can be lodged with the relevant 

language service provider. 

a copy of the AUSIT Code of Ethics is  

available at www.ausit.org. 

language service providers will generally  

have a complaints policy and processes  

to resolve issues. 

Issues such as deadlines not being met, incorrect 

charges or using translators with inappropriate 

levels of accreditation, should be raised with the 

language service provider in the first instance.
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aPPendIx: oVerVIew oF 
the translatIon ProCess

the typical translation process, whether for print, web or other media, involves:

Planning for translations

Finalising the translation project

Preparing material for translation

Locate
data sources

Identify
target audience

Select
language(s)

Consider
options other 
than written
translations

Brief the 
translator

Engage a language 
service provider 
(check departmental
policies)

Design and production
(print and web)

Arranging translations

Text for
translation

Design 
template

Bilingual
publications

Make
translations
available

Evaluate and maintain
translations 
(in consultation with 
communities)
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